
White Sapote - Casimiroa Care Instructions

As plants go, these are not particularly tough to grow, but if you are fortunate enough to get
fruit, there are some precautions you should observe. Never tug the fruit off of the tree, as this
will encourage rapid rot of the fruit.

Instead, snip the fruit off the tree with a small piece of branch still attached. This nub will
wither and drop off, signalling that the fruit is ready to eat. In general, the fruits are extremely
fragile and should be harvested while still green.

White sapote is vulnerable to pests including aphids, mealy bugs, scale, and whitefly. If
possible, identify the infestation as early as possible and treat with the least toxic option. 

Plant in free draining soil and protect from wind and frost. Mulch well to keep moist all year
round. White Sapote plant may tolerate a little shade but prefers full sun. Protection needed
from wind as the wood is brittle.

The plant can be frost tender especially when young. Protect with wind and frost cloth
shelters. Ideally, plant in the winter when the plant is dormant or growth has slowed right
down. They are briefly deciduous at the end of winter. Bud break will not occur until old
leaves have fallen. Plant carefully so as not to disturb the roots. Damaged roots will let root
rot enter the plant and could kill it. Stake the plant to give it support against winds.

Apply young trees with fowl manure and mulch or a handful of fertiliser high in potassium
every month from spring to autumn. Increase this yearly up to 1kg. Foliar feeds are also
beneficial.

White Sapote plant can be pruned to maintain the desired shape. There are many ways
including training to the vase shape or pyramid. Espaliering it is ideal for the tight area and
also growing it simply in a container. Pruning is simply about removing weak and damaged
branches while maintaining the framework you require.

White Sapote is susceptible to root rot so less watering during cold season. While young your
White Sapote will only handle down to -1°C. As the tree gets older it should handle down to
-3°C.
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